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The Fallacy of Elitism
in General Education
Robert A. Dentler
An address prepared for the
Association of
General and Liberal Studies Conference, 1976
Much has been written by academic historians about anti-intellectualism in
North America, but the same a cad em ic brotherhood has had little to say on the
subject of academic elitism. This subject may be too close to home. Elitism has
been rife among North American academics for 300 years .
The term elite springs from the French. It is related to the Latin for the elect.
It refers to one who is chosen - to the flower, the cream, the aristocracy .
Political scientists have extended the term to its natural base in power in
relations. Most academics who hope to be numbered among the elite within
the volatile stratification structure of North American society main tain an
unconsciousness about their power surgencies . Or, at least they have the
decency - for in the humanist tradition this is a virtue to be associated wi th
1 the elitism implicit in the classic personal style of balance and cool civility - to
mask their appetite for power with the humility of merit.
General education , ironically , did not evolve as an antidote to academic
elitism . Rather it began as an attempt to restore and protect elitism from the
ravages of professionalism and specialization . Although general education
has come a long way since its early days , its agents have most often had to
co-exist among those academics who continue to be the most virulent carriers
of the elitist ideal . But more of this later .
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First, what shall we say of academic elitism as a living, thriving concept in
this , the last quarter of the twentieth century? What do we know about elitism
that those who have gone before us did not know?
We now know a great deal about social structure. We can safely conclude
that all human social systems are stratified; that subsystems within them are
stratified in ways that correspond roughly to the overall system's structure;
and that power tends , over time , to concentrate in some but not all niches of a
few of the top strata. We can resonate to older dreams of classless societies. We
can learn from those dreams of possibilities for mitigating the effects of one or t
another cultural design for stratification. But we need not continue to dream of
the possibility of enduring classlessness.
We also know that stratification structures change over time and that
neither the structures nor the changes they undergo are the result of the
workings of any kind of natural law. We can be certain, therefore, that Calvin
was incorrect: No external signs of salvation have been established by God or
nature. Rather, what is socially desirable is itself variable within as well as
comparatively divergent across societies. And, within socieites, most people
will tend to equate what is desirable with what is manifested in the lives of
those in the top stratum.
Conversely, those elite groups will believe this themselves , no matter how
miserable the desirabilities lodged in custom and artifacts make them. They
will not only work to insure that others go on believing this , but they will
monopolize their hold on the desiderata.
Elitism, then , is flawed , not because people are unequal in abilities but
because those abilities are too numerous, changeable, and immeasurable
(prior to their manifestation across the life cycle) to provide the basis for group
membership or status attribution. The latter forms through ascription,
chance-filled circumstances, and achievements that are 110/ a function of
minor variations in mental abilities of the sort captured by paper and pencil
tests or essay examinations. The cream of genius rises in ways no academic
can control. Often in history , it has risen only when bottled outside the dairy
of a college faculty.
Many of these propositions did not get explicated, let alone clarified and ,
tested, until this century, although they are foreshadowed in some nineteen th
century German and French social scientific thought.
Thomas Jefferson , for example, whose views about natural aristocracies are
often cited by philosophers weak in historical scholarship and weaker still in
sociological learning, knew little about these propositions. Eighteenth century rationalism gave him no frame of sociological reference. He was poorly
trained to observe, let alone describe and generalize about, social relations.
His writings about nature are precise and informative but his ideas about
politics and social life, while vigorously and memorably stated, are imprecise
and ignorant by contrast. One has only to recall his description of Negroes, or
his advice to his most beloved daughter about cleanliness and obedience, or
his reports on French court dress and manners , to get the point.
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Jefferson was raised to be inspired by the European notion of aristocracy.
What he did with this inspiration was link it with his reverence for nature and
for the farmer's determination to live with and master parts of nature. His
vision of a natural aristocracy was impelled by his ascribed social status and
his need to reconcile it with the theme of liberty so cherished among the
circulating elites of his time. Moreover , that vision of aristocracy was fueled
by a conventional , classical education, by a disposition toward th e perform4

ing arts , and by his architectural and mechanical curiosities.
We know today that there is no such thing as a natural aristocracy. Life
chances - for survival, knowledge, health , wealth, influence, and style alike
- are demonstrably overdetermined by social structural events. It is long after
this determination through events has taken shape that each person secures,
fails to secure, and wins or loses membership in an elite group within a social
stratum. It is long after, as well, that we rationalize this occurrence autobiographically.
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We know today, too, that each person can affect some features of his life
chances. The individual is an influential variable, one among dozens that are
environmental and macro as well as micro-social, in placing himself within
society. Jefferson could not have known this in the way we know it, but he did
discern that revolution was a powerful instrument that could be wielded by
individuals in order to alter radically the status structure in which they found
themselves. Incidentally, the act of becoming a revolutionary vaulted Jefferson into the governorship, where his performance was so poor as to nearly
cost him his future life chances. He nearly settled for being a rural recluse!
Membership in an elite group is thus something one obtains, through
ascription at birth, or through the concatenations of social chances, with or
without individual effort, or both. When one has obtained membership,
moreover, he or she is expected to explain it on the basis of whatever desirable
virtues or abilities are popularly associated with the group. Against criteria of
performance, members of the group may be found to be incompetent, deranged, or merely randomly distributed, but the social fact of this condition
will be explained away as a matter of peculiar exceptions. Any marginal
observer can verify the fact that, within elites, both stupidity and wisdom are
randomly distributed.
As Menges reported recently in a brilliant summary of sustained research
on the measurement of qualifications for entry into many contemporary
professions, including medicine, dentistry, law , and education, none has an
even remotely valid measure or set of measures for gauging qualifications. For
example, graduation from a law school predicts weakly to successful passage
of a bar examination in the state where the law school is located, but neither
law school grades nor bar exams nor both combined provide more than zero
correlation with performance as a law clerk, let alone as a practicing attorney.
Intelligence tests have been subjected to a twenty-five year challenge so well
documented that they will very likely fail to recover their place in the panoply
of sifting measures, except as diagnostic aids in the evaluation of extreme
exceptionality. The National Teachers Examinations - a vast battery of them,
all prepared by the thousands of test makers at the Educational Testing
Service, that bastion of natural aristocrats - have been found repeatedly to
have zero and even minus correlations with teaching competencies in the field
of practice. Menges concludes that the only measures found to have some
value are those involving the evaluation of performance in real life situations.
1
In spite of this , the earnest carriers of the movement called general education have only begun, in the last two decades, to move out and beyond a
sycophantic dependency upon the elitist apparitions of academics in the
cognate disciplines and their colleagues in the oldest of the learned professional schools. History has worked against this liberation, for general education began as a quest for the restoration of the elitist preoccupation with
production of proud possessors of the classic personal style. It worked to
restore what was lost in the cafeteria of disparate and hyper-sequestered
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academic concentrations that emerged as the American imitation of German
scholarship and scientism. General education got its initial legitimacy from
those members of the academic elite who yearned for the disappearing graciousness of clear thinking, civility, reason with a capital R, rhetoric and
prosody , and balance in all things mental and emotional.
When teachers began to build a pedagogy and a content unique to general
education, however, many of them were thrilled to discover that their work
was generalizable. The new pedagogy and the correlatives stressing connections between diverse thoughtways turned out to have a magnetism , when 4
well handled, that was more potent than had ever been imagined. This was a
dangerous, prospectively revolutionary discovery: It implied that tedium,
mental construction, even intellectual paralysis , attached to higher learning
whenever it lacked the generalist properties , at least for many learners.
As this implication gathered force, general education enthusiasts began to
make painful choices. They were not eager to have their elite group membership cards taken away. They developed a series of semblances, some witting
and some others more like ego-serving defenses. They swore fidelity to elitist
principles in student recruitment, admissions , retention, grading policies,
and recommendations for further study or employment. They swore fidelity
to the cognate disciplines from which they took their graduate degrees , even
though they had learned much about the poor fit between each discipline and
the ways in which most students learn to love learning. They justified their
expenditures on the basis of the conventional successes of their graduates
rather than on measures of continuing growth as a learner.
What is more, general education aped conventional higher education in its
internal stratifications and separations. One cadre moved into the lower circle
of high schools , isolated as the working class of the movement. Another
moved into community colleges and junior colleges as the equivalent of the
lower middle class, with few opportunities for transfer into the elite colleges
and universities. Those who inhabited conventional liberal arts colleges
snuggled down deep into the nests of regular departments, giving off periodic
sparks of scholarly specialization. Those in colleges of basic studies or the like
within universities consolidated their positions on the bottom of the local
ladder of elites. They justified their existences as ancillary or second-chance
agencies, rather than as extraordinary enterprises in their own right.
These various adaptations, like protective coloration, surprise no observer.
Unlike the snow rabbit who senses he is white when he huddles into the
frozen landscape, however, the general educator too often comes to believe in
his coloration as if it were an intellectual virtue. Too often, he contributes to
reinforcing the fallacy of elitism that corrodes the academic and thus the moral
fabric of his institutional setting.
His experiments in curriculum, his findings from evaluation studies , his
clinical experience in the classroom , and his subsequent encounters with
former students all converge to indicate that he has developed something
exciting, workable, and enduring. He has verged toward i11duci11g students •
from extremely diverse backgrounds, with school records and test scores that
range about the chart like wild buckshot, into a love of higher learning . He has
found that this induction does not always work, to be sure, but when it does,
it works along configurations of hidden capacities, delayed poten tials for
development, and undisclosed hungers for context, rapport, and challenge.
All of this is denied by a theory of elites. In general education , in other
words, teaching has advanced beyond the notions of "700 SAT score in , 700
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GRE score out," and its scatalogical converse of "garbage in, garbage out."
Man y gen eral educators have found ways to intervene , which is the point of
teach ing after all.
Will th is pioneer come at last to the barricade of academic revolution? Will
she storm the gates of the dying citadel of conventional colleges of arts and
sciences? Will she make real trouble for the keepers of the M.D's, the J.D.'s,
the D.D. S.' s, and the M.B.A.'s and Ph.D .'s, with respect to evidence about
student admission , curriculum building, the collaborative design of instruction , and the assessment of qualifications for entry into professions? Will she
make alliances across the divisions within her own movement? Will she ally
herself with parallel movements in curriculum theory and development?
I hope so , truly, . Thomas Jefferson , the revolutionary, knew that the time to
strike for great changes in both law and culture was in the first blush of
victory . Later, he believed , reaction and complacency would rush in to block
all headway toward change. If he was correct, the revolution in general
education may have come and gone, already. I do not know. Still, we may
have created a new elite of alumni who will remember what has worth when
the ir sons and daughters come of age during the next decade. The humanistic
principle is that opportunities renew themselves forever.
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